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Loyola Series Invites Inquiries from Authors

Loyola University of Chicago and Loyola University
Press have scheduled publication of Volumes IV
through VII in their joint Values and Ethics Series. The
publication schedule for 1992-93 includes works on
abortion based on prenatal diagnosis, the burdens of
distributive justice, antinomies of social theory, and the
narrative theology of S1. Teresa of Avila.

Interested authors in political science, history, phi
losophy, sociology, law, medicine, education, and the
helping professions should send a letter of inquiry, CV,
and an outline of the manuscript to Dr. Rosanne Perez
Woods, Chairperson; Editorial Board, Values and
Ethics Series; Loyola University of Chicago Medical
Center; 2160 South First Avenue, Bldg. 131-N; May
wood, IL 60153, USA

Annual Meeting of the European Sociobiological
Society

The fifteenth annual meeting of the European Sociobi
ological Society will be held September 11-13, 1992 in
Augsburg, Germany. Those interested in attending the
meeting should contact Dr. Peter Meyer, Buchenstrasse
19,D-8902 Neusafs, Germany. For inquiries about mem
bership in the society, contact Jan Wind, Institute of
Human Genetics, Free University, P.O. Box 7161, 1007
MC Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Submission of Books for Review in PLS

As previously announced, PLS will begin publishing
single rather than multiple book reviews beginning with
the February, 1993 issue. Despite the many advantages
of multiple reviews, single reviews will make it possible
to review many more books per issue. Publishers inter
ested in having a new publication considered for review
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inPLS should send a copy of the book to the appropriate
book review editor.

For policy books, including those related to biomedi
cal policy, biotechnology policy, biological warfare,
medical ethics, health policy, Third World agricultural
policy, and environmental and energy policy, contact
Andrea Bonnicksen, Program for Biosocial Re
search/SSRI, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL
60115, USA (815) 753-9675. For biobehavioral books,
including those related to evolutionary theory, sociobi
ology, human evolution, ethology, primatology, be
havioral ecology, physiology, neurobiology, and
philosophy, contact Joseph Losco, Department of Po
litical Science, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306,
USA (317) 285-8982.

News and Announcements for PLS

Those with relevant news or announcements for this
section are invited to submit material to the editor at the
address listed on the inside back cover. The journal
welcomes submission of all such material, but since Poli
tics and the Life Sciences is primarily a vehicle for schol
arly communication, acceptance of items for publication
will depend upon availability of space.

When the journal is unable to publish a news item or
announcement because of limited space, items that will
not be quickly outdated will be forwarded to the associ
ation's Executive Director, James Schubert, for possible
publication in the association's newsletter. The newslet
ter, published semi-annually in spring and fall, is the
principal vehicle for publication of news and an
nouncements relevant for association members. In addi
tion to APLS members, the newsletter is distributed to
all members of the American Political Science Associ
ation's organized section on "Politics and the Life Scien
ces." James Schubert may be contacted at Program for
Biosocial Research/SSRI, Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, IL 60115, USA.
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